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Abstract 
Within ZFC there are constructed: (1) a compact space with undetermined FrCchet- 
Urysohn property; (2) a separable pseudocompact noncompact group with undetermined 
countable compactness; (3) a countable Hausdorff group which is extremaly disconnected 
under CH and Frtchet-Urysohn under [MA + T CH]. 
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In [8] there are raised problems of a new kind, the general formulation of which 
is such: to find or construct in ZFC topological (or set-theoretical) objects, some 
properties of which are undetermined in ZFC, i.e., different in different models or 
under different extra set-theoretical assumptions. 
One of the questions, raised in [8] was decided by Kholshewnikova [3]. This 
question is: Does there exist an uncountable subspace of R which would be a 
Luzin subset in any model? In this case this property would be undetermined in 
ZFC, because under [MA + TCH] there does not exist an uncountable Luzin 
space with countable Suslin number [4], moretheless a Luzin subset of the real 
line. Let us recall that a subset of space X is called Luzin if its intersection with 
any nowhere dense subset is countable. 
Here is the construction of Kholshewnikova [3]. 
Let us remind that a subfamily of an ideal of subsets is called a covering base of 
this ideal, if every element of the ideal is contained in some clement belonging to 
this base. 
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Let us well order by minimal type a covering base of minimal power 8 of the 
ideal of nowhere dense subsets of the reals R: {B,: (Y < 0). Now pick out by 
induction for all a < wi different points x, from R\ U{B,: p < a}. The set 
X = {x,: CY < wi} is as desired. Indeed, it is a Luzin set under CH, but it is not a 
Luzin set under [MA + -Y CH]. In fact it is a meager set becase it has a power K, 
ill. 
We will use Kholshewnikova’s idea to solve some analogous questions. This idea 
in general is the following: to order all necessary families of sets by minimal order 
type and make only the first w1 steps of the above transfinite induction. Under CH 
this minimal type will be wi and hence all steps of the induction will be made. 
The closure of a subset A will be denoted by [A]. 
1. A compact space with undetermined Frkhet-Urysohn property 
Theorem 1.1. There exists an almost disjoint family of power u 1 of subsets of o, 
which is a strongly maximal almost disjoint family under CH. 
Let us use the language of the Stone-tech compactification, /3w, of the discrete 
space w. For A &w let A” = [A]\ o and for a family 2 of subsets of w let 
_E* = {A”: A E 2). A family 2 is called almost disjoint (a.d.) if A n B is finite and 
maximal cm.1 if lJ z* is dense in w *. A m.a.d. family 2 is called strongly m.a.d. 
(this term was introduced in [7]) if A* \ U 2* = 6 implies A* n B* # 6 for all 
B E Z except, may be, countable many of them. 
Let us begin the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let {B,: LY < c} be an enumeration of all 
infinite subsets of w. The desired family Z will be constructed by transfinite 
induction. Let A, be some infinite subset of w such that w\A, is infinite. For any 
LY < wi let s, = IAD: p <a} so that &, = 6, 2i = {A,}. Let us suppose for some 
(Y < oi that 2, already has been defined and also some inductive assumptions are 
fulfilled (which will be clear in the sequel). Let us describe the ath step of 
induction. 
For all p G LY such that BP* \ U Z,* # fl let us find an infinite subset C, c BP 
such that C,*n(lJ_E,*)=@. N ow it is easy to find an infinite subset S c w such 
that(U{C$:P<a})CS* and(Uz,*)nS*=@.LetA,beS. 
Let 2 be {A,: (Y < wi}. It is evident that x is an a.d. family and IJ$= K,. 
Let us finish the proof of the theorem. Let us assume CH, i.e., c = Hi. Then IB,: 
(Y < wl) is the enumeration of all infinite subsets w and if B,* \ U X* f @ then by 
our construction At n B,* # (8 for all y E wi \a((~) where EC(Y) is some countable 
ordinal. Therefore, $ is a strongly m.a.d. family. 
Let us note once more that the construction of 2 has been made in ZFC only. 
Corollary 1.2. There exists a countable space with exactly one nonisolated point in 
which the character of the convergence is undetermined. This point is a Frkhet- 
Urysohn point under [MA + 7 CH], and is not a K-point under CH. 
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Indeed, let F = w* \ U .Y$*, then F is a closed subset of o*. Let us consider the 
subspace w U F C/~W and contract the set F into one point {F). We will obtain the 
countable space w U {F) with exactly one nonisolated point IF). Let us note now 
that F is nowhere dense under CH (because 2: is maximal under this assumption), 
hence there exists no sequence from w converging to {F) [5]. On the other hand it 
is clear that x((F), w u {F)) = K,. It implies that {F) is a Frechet-Urysohn point 
under [MA + 7 CH] [9]. 
Corollary 1.3. There exists a compact space for which the property Frechet-Urysohn 
is undetermined. 
Let us recall that for every a.d. family _Z of subsets of o we can construct the 
Mrowka space M(Z). This space is a subspace of w U ( U 2” > c /3w in which every 
A* E _Z* is contracted into one point {A). This space at first was considered by 
Mrowka [lo]. By this method also the Franklin compacturn F(X) = w U 2 U {F], 
where the subset {F) is contracted into one point {F) can be constructed. This 
compacturn is the one-point compactification of the Mrowka space M(Z). 
It is clear from Corollary 1.2 that the Franklin compacturn is the desired 
compact space the FrCchet-Urysohn property of which is undetermined. 
Corollary 1.4. Let /3(M(_Z)) be the Stone-tech compactification of the Mrowka 
space M(X), then it is the Franklin compacturn F(X) under CH (let us recall that the 
Franklin compacturn is sequential); on the other hand this compactification contains 
a copy pw under [MA + 7 CH]. Hence it is an example of a compact space with 
undetermined weight and so on. 
It is easy to prove that if 2 is a strongly m.a.d. family, then the Franklin 
compacturn F(X) is the Stone-Tech compactification of the Mrowka space M(Z), 
hence, the first part of Corollory 1.4 is stated. Further, under [MA + 7 CH] the 
Mrowka space M(Z) contains, evidently, a C*-embedded countable infinite dis- 
crete subspace and, therefore P(M(Z)) contains a copy of /3w. 
Corollary 1.5. There exists a Hausdorff topological group which can be sequential and 
also can contain a copy of pw. 
The free topological group of the Stone-Tech compactification P(M(_Z)) of the 
Mrowka space M(X) is an example of such a group. Indeed, under CH this group 
is sequential, on the other hand under [MA + TCH] it contains a copy of pw. 
2. A separable pseudocompact noncompact group with undetermined countable 
compactness 
Some notations and definitions. 
Let a E 2”‘. A Z-product with the center a is the set Z(a) = {x E 2O*: ]{a: 
x(o) f a(a)) I G K,). Let A be a subset of 2”1, then _%(A) = U{Z(a): a EA). Let us 
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recall that a subset E c 2”’ is called tail-dense if there exists y E w1 such that for 
every finite 4 c((o,\y) x 2) there exists e E E, 4 ce. We shall say that E is 
dense after y. 
Theorem 2.1. Zf X c 2”1, X# 2“‘1 and X contains at least two different z-products, 
then X is not normal. 
Proof. Let a, b be the centers of these x-products. As X# 2”” so there exists 
c E 2”1\X. For every cz E oi let xa E _??(a), y* E _Y,(b), where xa/a = c/a, xa(til 
\(Y) = a/(w,\o), y*/a = c/a, y”(wI\a) = b/(q\o). It is clear that A = {xa: 
ff E oi] c,%a>, B = {y*: (Y E wI} cJ%b) and these subsets are disjoint closed 
subsets of X. Now let us assume normality of X. There exist open in 2wl disjont 
subsets U, V such that A z U, B G I/ and [Ul n [VI n X= @. Since 2”’ satisfies 
C.C.C. sthere exists CY E w, such that [~T,~~~TT,U] = [U], [r~,lr~TT,I/l= [VI, therefore 
[77;177&l n [~;l ral/] nX= @. But the last implies a contradiction because xa, 
Y” E b$ 3i-JI n 15-i l~aVl nx). 0 
Theorem 2.2 [MA]. Let Xc 2”, where (Y < c and X is not compact. Zf X is separable 
then X is not countably compact. 
Proof. Let t E [X]\X and S be a dense countable subset of X. There exists a 
sequence converging to t out from S since x(t, 29 = I (Y I < c (see, for instance, 
[91>. 
This implies, evidently, the desired conclusion of theorem. 0 
Observation. If S is a subgroup in 2* then z(S) is also a subgroup in 2”. 
Theorem 2.3 [CH]. There exists a countable dense subgroup S c 2”’ such that z:(S) is 
countably compact. 
(The proof of Theorem 2.3. is given a little later.) 
Corollary (to Theorems 2.2 and 2.3). The proposition about the existence of a dense 
separable countably compact proper subgroup in 2”1 does not depend on ZFC 
axioms. 
This corollary is a typical result about ZFC, i.e., this is a result in its metatheory. 
It is interesting to compare this result with the following 
Theorem 2.4. Within ZFC there exists a countable dense subgroup S c 2”’ such that 
-QS) is 
(1) countably compact under CH; 
(2) not countably compact under [MA + 7 CH]. 
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Corollary (to Theorem 2.4). Within ZFC there exists a dense separable pseudocom- 
pact subgroup 2”1 with undetermined countable compactness. 
This subgroup is X(S) from the previous Theorem 2.4. 
Proof of Theorems 2.3. and 2.4. It is sufficient to construct a dense countable 
subgroup A c 2”’ such that under CH every infinite subset E CA is tail-dense. 
For this we will combine Hajnal and Juhasz’s construction from [2] and 
above-mentioned Kholshewnikova’s idea. 
Let us continue. A desired subgroup A will be generated by a countable subset 
of independent generators E = {e,: n E 01 c 2”‘. It is important that the subgroup 
generated by a finite set of generators of 2”” is finite. 
Let r = [[WI <,I,. This will be the family of codes of all infinite subsets of the 
desired group A. Let us order this family by type c. So r = IL,: cy < c}. We can 
assume that L, = [wlcw. 
By transfinite induction we can ensure that every L, (i.e., the corresponding 
subset of A) will be dense after (Y (hence A will be dense in 2”’ also). For details 
see [2]. 0 
3. A countable Hausdorff group which is extremely disconnected under CH and 
FrCchet-Urysohn under [MA + 7 CHI 
Sirota [ll] was the first who in 1968 under CH constructed a Hausdorff 
extremely disconnected group (the corresponding question was raised by A.V. 
Arhangel’skii). He used the algebraic group 0 = [ 01 io of all finite subsets of w 
with the group operation - the symmetric difference. Let F be a filter on w. On R 
Sirota defined the topology T(F) as the following: a base for the neutral element is 
the family {[Al<“: A E F}. Under CH Sirota constructed a special filter F, such 
that T(F) is a Hausdorff extremely disconnected topology. In 1980 the author [6] 
significantly simplified Sirota’s construction. Now we can repeat this author’s 
construction and above-mentioned Kholshewnikova’s idea to obtain within ZFC 
some free filter F on w with the base of size K, and such that under CH the 
topology T(F) is extremely disconnected. The considered group has the character 
K, and hence on the other hand it is the Frechet-Urysohn space under [MA + 
,CHl. Let us recall that until now the problem of the existence of a countable 
Frechet-Urysohn nonmetrizable topological group has not been proved. So, the 
following theorem is true. 
Theorem 3.1. Within ZFC there exists a free filter F on w such that the (Hausdorff 
nonmetrizable) topological group (J&r(F)) is 
(1) extremely disconnected under CH; 
(2) Frkhet-Urysohn under [MA + 1 CH]. 
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So, our one real example has given two model examples. 
Let us add some words about the problem itself: to find or construct in ZFC 
topological (or set-theoretical) objects, some properties of which are undetermined 
in ZFC. 
There are two moments here. 
(1) When the undecidability of some statement T in ZFC is stated, one means 
that there is a model M, in which T is fulfilled and there is another model M, in 
which 7 T is fulfilled. In addition to this usually one doesn’t have in mind some 
concrete object for which the corresponding property is undetermined. The re- 
quirement to find or construct such an object is, undoubtedly, stronger than the 
requirement to state (may be to say “syntactical”?) undecidability of T in ZFC. 
(2) However, another aspect hasn’t been studied. The question is if the classical 
usual notion “the undecidability of a statement T” does not coincide with the 
notion of “term’s” undecidability in the sense of the existence of an object in ZFC 
with corresponding undetermined property. Now, I repeat, this aspect has not 
been studied. A good problem here is the classical Suslin problem. 
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